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From the President
Leigh McClintock

I have often said in this section of the magazine that 
SBW is a great club, and that to be its President is 
an honour. I have also said that I enjoy it.

Well, mostly. I enjoy the broader contact with SBW 
members that inevitably flows from the presidency. 
I enjoy learning more about what we do; I’m 
supposed to represent the club, so I no longer have 
any excuse to pick and choose what I pay attention 
to. It’s very rewarding.

What I don’t enjoy is filling in forms. These, 
unfortunately, just keep getting more numerous 
and more vexing. Designing a “good” form is very 
hard to do. How do you ask a question that is 
unambiguous, that gets the essential information 
without asking for too much? Is it ever possible for 
your questions to arouse a co-operative spirit in the 
responder, instead of driving him or her nuts?

The latest form to cross my desk comes from 
the Blue Mountains City Council, which from 1 
September will implement a licensing system for 
clubs using “Council managed or owned lands for 
organised nature based recreation activities”. The 
Council’s questionnaire demands to know what 
we plan to do on its lands during the next twelve 
months, and how many people will be involved. It 
wants proof that we have relevant experience in 
“delivering the proposed activities”, and requires a 
statutary declaration that we have no employees. 

Nature based recreation activities include abseiling, 

bushwalking and camping. That’s clear. It is not 
clear, though, where the relevant “Council owned or 
managed lands” are. The application form provides 
a long list, most of which are not favourite SBW 
haunts, but some of which I have visited on SBW 
walks.  Each listed area is identified by a reference 
system which I have so far been unable to decipher.

You can imagine how I felt when I read all that. 
Fortunately, a chat with BMCC’s Nature Based 
Recreation and Tourism Officer Michael Hensen 
calmed me down. I’ll fill in the form, and (presumably) 
SBW will get a licence to use all the Council’s listed 
lands. As the licence will cover everywhere, it won’t 
matter whether or not we actually know that we are 
on listed land.

It is impossible not to feel some sympathy for 
the Blue Mountains City Council. It is responsible 
for a lot of territory - near, but not in, the park – 
which is increasingly heavily used. Councillors must 
naturally feel nervous that someone might blame 
them for an injury suffered on land for which they 
are responsible. But oh, for the good old days, 
when bushwalking was a release from the rules and 
restrictions of everyday living! 

Initial indications are that once we get our licence, 
we will be able to continue on as before. There are 
no new conditions of use being imposed. But we’ll 
keep an eye on it, and let leaders and members 
know if things change.

New members
The committee approved the following new members at the April meeting:

Nicole Mealing
Braith Boyton

Martyne Preston
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The SBW Magazine Project - Update
Richard Pattison

5% of SBW’s historical magazines have now been 
digitised, however, we still have 95% to go! 

It’s taken ~2 years to reach this point, therefore, 
simple extrapolation suggests I’ll be dead by the 
time the project is completed!

Rachel Grindlay powered though 6 magazines in 
July on her flight to Europe for the Ultimate Frisbee 
world championships. Through Rachel’s effort, 
we’ve learnt:

• The 1980 Coolana Re-union was postponed due 
to petrol shortage caused by fuel strikes.

• In August 1980 Roy Braithwaite had 42 members 
(incl. 25 prospective members) on his walk to 
Jerusalem Bay! The best attended walk for only 
7 years! Wow, now that’s participation.

• In December 1979, Frank Rigby wrote a rather 
dark (fictional?) tale of a Canberra bushwalking 
trip to Hinchinbrook island where 5 of the 6 
members perished! Very bizarre!

We need help! Anyone can help

Tom Brennan has developed a website for the 
project, where you can start contributing within 
minutes: http://sbw.ozultimate.com/wiki/start. 

Magazines

763
Completed in March

8
Completed

      39 (5.1%)

http://sbw.ozultimate.com/wiki/start
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Tribute to Jim Somerville A.M.
Roger Treagus

Many SBW members may not know about Jim 
Somerville although the name may sound familiar. 
He wasn’t a member of the club. However he 
deserves recognition here and in the club’s history 
because his life and achievements parallel Alex 
Colley with whom he was a colleague for over half a 
century. They both worked tirelessly with the Colong 
Committee and later the Colong Foundation. They 
both were instrumental in the creation of national 
parks and world heritage areas. They both were 
great environmental warriors and campaigners. They 
both were honoured with Alex getting an O.A.M and 
Jim the A.M. They both were very long lived and had 
amazingly productive lives with the conservation 
movement.  In fact Jim’s active involvement with 
conservation issues spans 7 decades. 

Jim’s interest in the conservation of our natural 
areas began in 1944 when appointed a Trustee 
of Heathcote Primitive Area (later part of the 
Royal National Park), of which Myles Dunphy was 
Secretary. Jim Somerville was still trustee of the 
Primitive Area in 1968 when Milo Dunphy invited 
him to attend a meeting of bushwalkers and 
conservationists at Sydney University. The meeting 
led to the formation of the Colong Committee and 
Jim became a founding Director and served in that 
capacity for over 45 years

He was deeply involved with saving the NSW 
rainforests from 1973 to 1984. In 1986 he 
became a member of the Order of Australia (AM) 
for his contribution to this admirable result. He is 
particularly proud of the fact that in the last 50 
years the proportion of national parks and protected 
areas in NSW has risen from one to eight per cent. 

In 1983 Jim Somerville, Henry Gold, Milo Dunphy, 
Dot Butler and Alex Colley spent a fortnight 
walking in the Border Ranges gaining a first hand 
appreciation of the world heritage value of this area. 
It was because of Alex and Jim’s efforts that the 
NSW Government backed world heritage listing.

Jim was proudest of his role in saving the rainforests. 
At the time Jim was a commissioner on the State 
Pollution Control Commission (now known as the 
EPA) during the rainforest campaign. 

On the NSW rainforests Jim wrote: - ‘Of all nature’s 
achievements on the planet, rainforest is by far 
the most ecologically diverse environment. Its 
sheer beauty, luxuriance and scientific importance 
made it the centre of the most bitter and lengthy 
conservation battle in NSW (1973 to 1982). 
Australia now has a global responsibility to protect 
its remaining rainforest, particularly when it is being 
destroyed at an alarming rate in South America and 
Asia. It was gratifying to find that the local councils 
which had bitterly opposed the rainforest campaign 
are now proud of their parks.’

When Alex Colley turned 100 he was given a great 
party. Jim was at that party celebrating along 
with everyone else Alex’s achievements. Jim has 
died at the age of 98. Had he lived for another 2 
years his party would have been very similar in its 
acknowledgement of what Jim had achieved. His 
very last conservation   campaign is about to come 
to fruition, the creation of a continuous walking 
track around Narrabeen Lagoon. The last link, a 
bridge spanning Middle Creek is likely to be called 
the Somerville Bridge when completed next year. 
Farewell Jim and thank you for your enduring legacy.

My first year anniversary leading
Rosetta Lee

Time passed fast. David Trinder said on my walk 
that it was the 200th anniversary of Matthew Flinders 
exploring Australia. Then I remembered it was my 
first anniversary of leading a walk with SBW.  I led 
10 walks since last year. I cancelled few walks due 
to less than 4 people booking. I walked with one 
participant only. I met many new members and 
experienced members. I received a few calls to 
turn me down in the early morning. I spent a lot of 
time to organize a walk. I bought a few maps that I 
had not used before, learnt skills from experienced 
members: this is the benefit of becoming a leader. I 
am not a fit person. I actually suffer from my health 
issue. It does not matter how many participants 
walk with me. I will continue to walk and lead this 
year because I like bushwalking very much.
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A very picturesque walk in the Brooklyn area
13 July: Nigel Weaver

The hills, ridges, valleys and creeks just south of 
Brooklyn provide some wonderful opportunities 
for great bushwalking in this very scenic area. In 
particular, there are fabulous views of the lower 
Hawkesbury River from several ridges and high hills 
in the area. You get spectacular river views from the 
clifftops as the widening river wends its way around 
several giant bends as it meanders to Broken Bay 
and the sea.

The walk that I led on Sunday 13 July was a short 
one, but a decent part of it consisted of rough off-
track walking, including several big ascents and 
descents. Yes, the walk was short, but you had to be 
fit to do it! The route initially went on a firetrail from 
Brooklyn up into the hills, and then on a foot track 
to a series of large rock shelfs where we checked 

out aboriginal carvings of fish, kangaroos, shields, 
and persons. This was an ideal spot for our morning 
break, with pleasant views down into the broad 
valley which houses the old railway dam. After this 
point there were several rough off-track sections. 
We made our way eastwards from the rock shelfs 
through fairly thick bush, and scrambled up onto 
the narrow northern section of Porto Ridge from 
where there are magnificent views of Hawkesbury 
River (photo on left). What an idyllic spot! We got a 
grandstand view across the river to Patonga Ridge 
and Little Wobby, as well as to Juno Point where the 
river bends sharply eastwards towards Broken Bay. 
There is also a great side-on view of Peak Hill, which 
we knew we would climb a little later.

On top of Porto Ridge we soon got onto the rough 
track that heads southwards along the ridge, and 
eventually turns eastwards, winding down into a 
saddle below Peak Hill. We then did the steep ascent 
of Peak Hill, which is surprisingly easy as long as 
you are confident on heights. At the top of the hill 
we enjoyed sweeping 360 degree views of the river 
and the rugged hills and bays in the area, including 
remote Porto Bay to the south.

From Peak Hill we went steeply off-track in a due 
easterly direction with the aim of finding a grand 
clifftop rock shelf at the end of a high headland 
that juts out into the river just south of Sandy Bay. 
The bush was pretty thick at times, so the going 
was rough, but we eventually got straight through 
to the rock shelf without any navigational trouble. 
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Build Up & Wet
Our most dramatic seasons

www.bushwalkingholidays.com.au rrwillis@internode.on.net    Ph: 08 8985 2134

Willis’s Walkabouts

Our water is warm! Southern Australia has

nothing like our tropical seasons. We can't do

them justice in this small space. All we can do is

suggest that you check out our Build Up page,

www.bushwalkingholidays.com.au/buildup.shtml

and our Wet season page,

www.bushwalkingholidays.com.au/wet.shtml

We want more of you to experience these

amazing seasons so we will give a minimum of a

$500 discount to anyone who quotes this ad and

books one of our trips beginning between

October 2014 & March 2015.  Please ask us for

details.

And the views from this remote lookout are truly 
magnificent! We could see across the river to Green 
Point, Juno Point, and the spectacular clifflines of 
the Lambert Peninsula (photos above and previous 
page). This lookout was given the name of “Green 
Point Lookout” by Julian Martin and Misako Sugiyama 
on a walk to this area last year. I am glad that they 
found the lookout on that walk, for it is certainly a 
great place to include in any walk being done in this 
area.

There were still adventures to come! We went off-
track in a roughly west-north-westerly direction 
along the indented clifftops of the headland, heading 
towards the heights above the western end of Sandy 

Bay. Halfway along the clifftops we found another 
great lookout with a spectacular view straight down 
to Sandy Bay far below us, plus views along the 
rugged shoreline towards Brooklyn (photo above). 
We continued on our way, found a break in the cliffs, 
and did the scrubby and steep descent down a dry 
creek bed right down to the bottom at the bay. 
After a short rest, we followed the foot track which 
meanders northwards around the shorelines until it 
reaches Brooklyn. It was great to round off a very 
scenic day with coffees, hot chocolates and fish and 
chips at the local café. A truly memorable walk, full 
of spectacular views, and a fabulous new lookout to 
enjoy!
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Wild Dogs-Scotts Main Range-Dex Creek
24-26 July: Mark Dabbs

Thursday was forecast to be a wet day. However, 
being mid-winter and freezing conditions what 
could one do but head off!! Besides, since when is 
the weather report correct? As it turned out the day 
was fine but overcast. However, by the end of the 
day threatening clouds were upon us.

So, how was the trip? Left Carlon’s/Dunphy’s car 
park around 8.00am. Headed to Medlow Gap via 
the road. Shame it is a long road bash however, .... 
thence down White Pup Ridge via the catchment 
corridor. The track down was very distinct. Quite 
unprepared for this as I had assume it was a rarely 
used track. As it turns out, the track is illegally 
used by Mountain Bike Riders doing Katoomba to 
Mittagong. The track was fairly steep, loose dirt and 
slippery in parts.

The Cox’s River lay in wait and was a concern. How 
cold would it be? How deep more importantly!! 
Fortunately it was quite shallow, below knee depth 
and not too bad to cross. So long as you didn’t mind 
frozen legs!

Fortunately the climb up the other side was steep, 
loose surface but well tracked. This warmed us up 
quite quickly.

According to my map there was a minor track at the 
top heading to Scott’s Main Range fire trail. But a 
good fire trail greeted us! A short stroll to cliffs for 
fantastic views back to our start and on towards the 
dam.

I was hoping for a bit of track walking rather than 
another road bash of some 9 km. However, the 
going was fast so we managed to arrive at the 
Catholic Bushwalkers hut by 3.30pm. Due to the 
threatening weather we opted to stay in the hut 
rather than camping. The facilities were fantastic. 
They certainly was greatly appreciated. We cannot 
thank the club enough for the generosity they offer 
to walkers passing through.

Friday developed into another wonderful day. The 
rain managed to stay away and we were greeted 
by sun. We were away around 8.00am again and 
headed down Newyard Spur to the Kowmung River. 
Another worry with regard to crossing ... how deep, 
how cold... how wide etc. With a bit of searching 
I managed to find the worst spot to cross!! Very 
wide and too deep... over our ankles and almost to 
knees. And cold! How strange being mid-winter!!

However, again we were fortunate in having a 
good, steep climb ahead of us up to Wonga Wonga 
Mountain. The navigation proved to be interesting 
over the next several hours as there was very few 
prominent features and the ridges often wide, well 
forested and not much view. 

It was a pleasure to again climb Gentles Pass onto 
Gangerang Plateau. The pass has some “interesting” 
moves at the beginning which are very slippery 
when damp – for short/vertically challenged people 
like us!!

The tops are 
interesting in so 
much that they 
are different to 
most other areas 
in the Kanangra-
Boyd area. Open, 
reasonably flat, not 
much scrub, lots of 
fallen timber, trip 
hazards and few 
distinct features 
along with many 
twists and turns 
for navigation. This 
meant slow going.
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Dex Creek eventually loomed near. Then it was 
just a small matter of negotiating the Dex scrub!! 
Unfortunately to get to the main track meant lots 
of scrub bashing, scratches, tears and rips! Where 
was the track!!! Almost given up and then, a very 
indistinct track. Fortunately we were expecting 
some sort of track otherwise would have missed it!

Finally arrived at Dex by 3.30pm. Nobody else there 
and fortunately running water. I have been there in 
the past when there has been no water.

What a great fire for such a cold night. The stars 
were great until around 4.00am when lightening 
then heavy rain! Shame we weren’t still in the 
Catholic Bushwalkers Hut! 

Next morning the rain was still coming down so 
breakfast in the tent. By the time we had most of 
our packs full the rain stopped and remained so for 
the remainder of the day. But we were not to know 
this. It looked threatening till well into the day.

The bushes were wet and the rain still looked 
threatening so we decided to combine 2 days into 
one and walk out. Much preferred to having another 
damp night with the possibility of no fire or a fire in 
the rain. Far too cold for this along with a cool wind 
blowing.

We headed down Strongleg, crossing the cox’s 
which again turned out to be a non-event, up Yellow 
Pup and on to Mobs where we filled up with water. 
Finally arrived at the Blackhorse turn off and debated 
whether to go down Blackhorse or take the road. We 

were unsure if we would make the car before dark. 
Blackhorse won out. However we decided to leave 
Bell Bird Ridge for another day. We were somewhat 
worn out by this stage and desperately running out 
of light.

The car was reached just on sunset. We had 
managed to miss all the rain and just make it before 
dark.

Another good walk although a little strenuous at 
times. 

Of course, Sunday turned out to be a beautiful sunny 
day. The best during the four days! However, home, 
a warm shower and a bit of a break before another 
4 day trip in two days time sounded a better option.

Social Program

17 Jun - Kilimanjaro and Mt Meru. At 3 degrees south of the equator, Kilimanjaro spans tropical 
forest to ice cliffs. Mt Meru, an active 4500m-high volcano is 70k west of Kili. Giraffes and elephants 
roam its lower slopes and it provides a good training ground for the 6000m summit of Kilimanjaro. 
Geraldine Vaughan will talk about walking/climbing these incredible sites. 

15 Oct - Walking in Morocco. The Atlas is the highest mountain range in Africa north of the Sahara. It 
consists of high plateaus, rugged ridges, stunning long range views and deeply cut river valleys.  David 
Angell will show photos from Mt Toubkal, the highest and most frequented part of the range, as well as 
the more remote and seldom visited Tichka Plateau. 

19 Nov - Peak to Peak - Mt Ruapehu to Aoraki/Mt Cook by human power... and other 
adventures. Alan Silva will present some of his fantastic trips such as the 22 day and 11 hour walk/
cycle/paddle/cycle/kayak/cycle/walk with Grant Rawlinson on their December 2013 New Zealand peak 
to peak adventure. 

If you have any ideas for social events, contact Tracey Avolio and Jan Spencer: social@sbw.org.au 

All meetings are held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre, Fitzroy St Kirribilli and start at 7.35 pm. 
The KNC is within easy walking distance of Milson’s Point station.

Social Evenings are preceded by a pre meeting dinner at the Mad Italian, a cheap and cheerful Italian 
restaurant just around the corner at 5A Broughton St, where club members congregate from 6.30pm on.

social@sbw.org.au
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Mt Gingera
5 july: John Flint 

The mountains in the NSW and ACT alpine areas had 
large falls of snow over the past two weekends so I 
put on a Short Notice Walk to Mt Gingera from Corin 
dam in Namadgi National Park to see if we could 
still find some snow to walk through. Mt Gingera is 
ACT’s second highest peak at 1857m so sure to be 
at least some about.

We drove down on Friday night and camped not far 
away from the dam. It is about 4 hours drive. It 
was not as cold as I had feared with a temperature 
of about 3C in the morning, We were a little slow in 
getting going and started off at 8:50am. The track up 
to stockyard spur is steep but very well maintained 
with wooden and stone steps in places. The dam is 
at 950m ASL and after a couple of hundred metres 
climbing we were warmed up, no sign of snow but 
nice views through the mountain ash forest back to 
the dam. 

At 1280m we saw the first few patches of ice, by 
1350m it had become full snow cover. The track 
continues up till 1490m where there is a large 
clearing for a helicopter landing pad. At this point the 
walking track meets the Stockyard Spur 4WD track 
which is used for park management. Stockyard Spur 
is more gradual and undulating and is very pretty 
sub alpine forest with snow gums. The snow was 
quite deep and made for slow going, I was fortunate 
to have a pair of snow shoes that had arrived on the 
Friday afternoon which I tried out for the first time. 
Neil and Natalia were happy for me to lead the way 
up following in my footsteps, having a good joke 
when I tried turning around too quickly and tripping 
up. We all laughed at the efforts of a MTB rider that 
had pushed his bike all the way up trying to get a 
bit of momentum on the downhill bits to come to a 
stop a few meters later when the snow got deeper. 

At a place known as the “Grandstand Lookout” at 
1700m there is supposed to be a beautiful view to 
Mt McKeaknie to the east, for much of the day we 
were in light cloud with occasional spots of blue sky 

and sun so missed any views further than 500m. 
We pressed on and came to the intersection of 
Mt Franklin road below Mt Little Ginini which is a 
closed fire trail at this point. Another 1km along 
we were at Priors Hut. Priors Hut was built for the 
Alpine Botanical Garden ‘s workers at the adjacent 
Arboretum. The hut was in good condition with a 
fireplace, plenty of wood with saw, table and room 
to sleep. It was now 12:15pm and we had not 
stopped for morning tea as there was no suitable 
place with the snow and cold so we set up for lunch. 
With no chairs and with a way to go we decided on 
a short lunch and got going 20 minutes later. 

The snow was now pretty deep and although 
exerting much effort could only manage to make 
it to the summit track junction 1.2km along the 
now flat section by 1pm. Along the way we saw 
some wallaby tracks and later spotted a couple 
hopping away. The track to the summit should be 
a reasonable foot pad but was not distinguishable 
under the snow. It would be 200m in altitude and 
about 1.25km to the summit. I figured it could 
take up to 1.5 hours return trip with the soft snow 
and extra navigation required. That would mean a 
finish on nightfall or possibly later. With snow falling 
and no prospect of views we decided to give up on 
summiting and return to the hut to a hot cup of 
tea that I had promised earlier in the day and not 
delivered at the short lunch stop.

I boiled up a brew of spicy black masala tea back 
at the hut which warmed and invigorated us for the 
trip down. We reached the cars back at the dam at 
4:20pm 

I would recommend this trip to anyone in any season 
as is very pretty. Need to be fit for a day walk as is 
just under 20km with ~ 1100m ascent, more so in 
the snow. Rating would be M231 without snow as 
is all on track. Perhaps combine with other walks in 
the area to make it a weekend such as Square Rock 
or one of many in Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve. There 
is a proper campsite up the road at Woods Reserve. 
In winter Corin Rd is sometimes closed with snow 
or ice so check with Namadgi NP. Also sometimes a 
requirement to travel with snow chains or 4WD in 
the area.
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Sightings of Koala and Dingo in Ku-ring-gai 
Chase NP? 
12 July: Robert Carter. Photos by Peter Cai

We can now confirm beyond reasonable doubt that 
there are Koala and Dingo in Kuring-gai Chase 
National Park ! However it is open to interpretation 
as this sighting is represented by rock engravings 
that represent stories from a people long gone.

Following some initial research where records were 
located dating back to the 1880’s and 1940’s that 
documented a number of Aboriginal engraving 
sites around the Cowan area, John Kennett and I 
decided to embark on a mission to locate as many 
of these sites as possible. However our priority was 
placed on a rock platform that was recorded as 
holding rare engravings of two Koala in a tree, a 
Dingo, numerous human male and female figures, 
an Eel and a crescent shape and after numerous 
exploratory trips we were rewarded with success.

In addition to searching for the long lost engravings, 

the chosen route also traversed Taffys Gully from 
the 191m spot height (aka Mackeral Rock) across 
to the rock outcrop located to the north of Taffys 
Rock at GR352829 that offered fantastic 360 degree 
views. Our route then took us along the ridge to 
approach Taffys Rock from the north-north-west. I 
stand to be challenged, however I consider the rock 
outcrop referenced above is actually Taffys Lookout 
which is incorrectly recorded on the LPI maps.

The day also offered the opportunity for an 
enthusiastic group of Prospective Members to gain 
some hands-on navigation and off-track route 
finding experience as we made our way down, across 
and up the gully that required plenty of scrambling 
the broken cliff lines and pushing through relatively 
thick scrub.

It was great to approach Taffys Rock from a different 
route (The Hard Way !) and take the opportunity to 
explore a gully where not too many people would 
venture. Already the mind is ticking around another 
adventure in this same gully to explore some 
interesting overhangs and rock faces that were 
sighted during this walk (Taffys Rock – An Even 
Harder Way !).

Thanks to John Kennett for his camaraderie and 
shared sense of adventure over the 18 months 
we had been searching – we have already been 
discussing our next targeted engraving site ! Thanks 
you also to Peter Cai for his photographic records.

(Note: In recognition of the cultural significance 
of this site and protecting the fragile state of the 
engravings further detail as to the exact location will 
not be disclosed.)

SBW Short Notice Activities
When considering going on a walk listed in the 
activity program check the Short Notice Activities 
bulletin emailed to members each Monday as it 
contains any amendments to the program such as 
changes in walk dates. As many walks are planned 
weeks or even months ahead that go into the walks 

program it is possible that unforeseen circumstances 
can arise in the meantime affecting walk details and 
walk dates. This is a primary purpose of the short 
notice bulletins: to keep the program updated as 
much as possible. Happy walking.
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West Macdonnell
1-14 June: Don Finch

Sunday 1st June 2014, The bus dropped the party 
on Namatjira Drive near Ellery Creek Big Hole 
about 9am. There was a food supply of some 65 
kgs to last the party of eight  for two weeks, this 
was distributed between the packs and four food 
dump bags. With the food dump in place the party 
climbed over the Heavitree Range on the Larapinta 
Trail then headed NW to Ellery Creek were much to 
the leaders relief water was found in abundance. 
Lunch was had after which the party moved to a 
camp site nearby.

2nd June. An early start was made walking back to 
retrieve the food dump which was shuffled past the 
camp and further up Ellery Creek. Dingos were seen 
early in the morning, during the afternoon and were 
heard not far from the new food dump. Fearing the 
worst for our food we altered course to find out. 
There were dingo tracks 30 meters from the food 
but they had not gone closer. Later in the afternoon 
a curious dingo came within one hundred metres of 
the camp.

3rd June. Another early start to shuffle the food 
dump onto near Cumming Yard, leaving one person 
to guard the camp. The party had lunch back at 
the camp site and everybody moved onto Cumming 
Yard area during a hot afternoon. Camp was made 
at a previously used water hole on Ellery Creek not 
far from the water bore supplying Cummings Yard.

4th June. A free day with Rick, Rob, Libby and Greg 
opting to walk over to the Chewings Range and 
explore some of the gorges. Phil and Ros looked 
after the camp and did some domestics. While Geoff 
and Don went off looking for the grave of James 
Cummings who died in 1911 after a fall from his 
horse. The first news about a grave was back in 
1988 when Fran Holland came upon it quite by 
accident while walking with the main party along 
the track from Giles Springs to Ellery Creek Big 
Hole. They told the rest of us about the grave when 
they arrived at Ellery Creek Big Hole later that day. I 

had with others gone across country to the Big Hole 
to retrieve the food dump from on top of the range. 
The grave was described as a well constructed rock 
wall with a steel cross inside with a heart made from 
tin attached to the cross. I determined that I would 
visit the grave, this proved to be no easy matter. I 
have lost count of the number of trips that I have 
led to the Western Macdonnells in the 25 years 
since but it is in the order of a dozen or so and on 
most of these trips I have spent a few hours looking 
for the grave. Over the years I found out that it 
was indeed the grave of James Cummings. This 
information was collaborated by Paddy Brennan an 
Alice Springs local who had taken Brian Bowman 
out to visit the grave during the last years of Mr 
Bowmans life. Brian Bowmans grave is beside the 
road to Ormiston Gorge. During one search in 2010 
Andrew Vidler was asking me what were we looking 
for, Andrew who is tall enough to look over the top 
of my head said “you mean a pile of rocks like that 
over there” yes Andrew a pile of rocks just like that. 
It was the wrong grave as it was the grave of Mr 
Kemp (GDA MGRS 53K LP 01361 78222). After yet 
another unsuccessful search in 2013 I decided that 
I would allow several days to search for the grave in 
2014 and this was the reason that we were shuffling 
our food drop across the Alice Valley. Fran Holland 
sent me a photo of the grave in May this year and 
with a bit of background hill visible I was hopeful of 
success.

Geoff and I walked some 10 kilometres out along 
the track to the west looking for the hills in Fran’s 
photo of the grave. The grave was known to be close 
to the road but not how close. With Geoff walking 
along the road I would scout out into the scrub and 
taking a line off Geoff kept 100 meters or so out 
from the road. Geoff and I arrived back at camp 
after a long day and a small lunch, defeated. No 
grave was found we were just foot sore and weary.

5th June. The plan was set, I would stay in camp 
while Phil took the party with the food dump to the 
Chewings Range, leaving Geoff to look after the food 
at the Chewings while the party returned to pack up 
the camp and have lunch, we would then all go back 
to where Geoff waited beside Ellery Creek. I had bid 
them farewell and was just settling into a cup of tea 
when Rick came back to the camp and announced 
that he had a present for me. I followed him back 
to the party, across Ellery Creek and into the scrub, 
waiting some 300 meters away from the camp 
beside the grave of James Cummings. Phil had cut 
the corner to the road and Rick Martins sharp eyes 
noticed the unusual rock formation off to the right in 
the scrub. As Rick approached, the steel cross and 
the tin heart shape came into view, he had found 
the grave of James Cummings. The scrub has grown 
up all around the grave and although it is visible 
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from the road it is no longer obvious. I have walked 
along this section of road perhaps ten times in the 
past and camped where we were now camped just 
last year. James Cummings Grave is at GDA MGRS 
53K LP 02975 77100. There is a tripod over the bore 
hole beside the creek with the NTG Water Resources 
Bore Identification RN 14891. James Cummings 
grave bears 293 magnetic 185 meters from the 
tripod. Greg Beaman noticed that the heart which 
was shown in Fran’s photo tied to below the cross bar 
was now tied above the cross bar. Rosie discerned a 
faint letter ‘C’ just to the right of centre on the cross 
bar. There are no other indications that this is the 
grave of James Cummings. In the Pioneers Cemetery 
in Alice Springs there is a memorial stone to Jim 
Cummings died 11th May 1911. James Cummings 
was the second son of Thomas Cummins and Anne 
Cashen who arrived from Ireland 25/12/1853 with 
James older brother Patrick Cummings who was 
born on the ship. Patrick Cummins married Eliza 
Kelly 12/9/1881 they had five sons the second of 
which was also named James. This James went to 
work for his Uncle James on his property near Alice 
Springs in 1910. He returned to South Australia 
some three year later. This James the son of Patrick 
and Eliza had a family of his own and named his, I 
think, first son James Bartholomew. This son is now 
the well respected and admired Bart Cummings of 
horse training fame. It seems a loss that there is 

no legible inscription on the grave to mark it as the 
grave of James Cummings.

The food drop party returned without incident and 
after lunch the camp was moved to a great camp 
beside Ellery Creek at the Chewings where we 
stayed for two nights. A grassy bench above a sand 
bank on which to have a fire. With water to hand a 
five star high spec camp site. The weather generally 
was fine with warm days and some cold nights down 
to five degrees and no rain.

6th June. In the morning the food drop was shuffled 
further up Ellery Creek and into a side creek. The 
afternoon was spent exploring the immediate 
vicinity.

7th June. The party progressed up Ellery past the Fish 
Hole and soon after turned west heading towards 
Portals Canyon. A steep creek with an awkward 
sidle around a cliff above a pool gives access to the 
upland valleys that lead to Portals Canyon. It was 
another warm to hot day when the party stopped 
for lunch at a small dry creek. Scouts were sent up 
and down stream to look for water which was found 
about a kilometre down stream. In other years this 
creek has been dry, the water allowed us to camp 
early and plans were made to retrieve the food drop 
the next morning. The five o’clock rum and lemon 
and lime iced tea was enjoyed as the sun set on yet 
another brilliant day in the red centre.

8th June. The food party returned about eleven 
the food was redistributed and the party moved off 
towards Portals. Lunch was had just below a saddle 
out of the worst of the cold wind. The party arrived 
at Portals about three pm and set about making 
themselves comfortable. With plenty of ground 
water about we were able to use the camp site right 
at the pool where the creek issues from the canyon. 
In other dry years we have had to camp well clear of 
the only accessible pool so as not to deny the locals 
a drink in the night. A  recent fierce hot bush fire 
is evident and an acacia with a nasty spike covered 
branches is growing in profusion around this camp 
site.
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9th June. Rick led Rob, Libby and Greg into Portals 
while the rest of the party fussed about camp. A 
hot shower with modesty screen was set up and 
eventually everybody was tidied up and dressed for 
dinner.

10th June. West over undulating spinifex ridges for 
most of the day until a large creek was followed 
to the south to a known camp site with water in a 
small canyon ten minutes away. Another beautiful 
sunset with red cliffs and spinifex covered hills 
glowing red in the last of the day. After dark the 
stars come out to dazzle city eyes and the cloud 
of stars in the milky way is not fathomable. Apart 
from personal treats and scroggins all food is group 
food. Breakfasts alternated between muesli and 
rolled oats, tea and real coffee are on offer while 
lunches alternate between biscuits and damper 
with a variety of spreads and cheese. The rum and 
lemon at five is followed by a cup of soup as the 
evening meal is prepared by various cooks and the 
dampers are cooked after dinner. Total group food is 
625 grams per person per day. Total community is 
590 grams per person, community includes first aid. 
billies, wash up gear, PLB, Sat phone and navigation 
equipment.

11th June. South over the low saddle in the Chewings 
Range and on to pass through Giles Springs. After 
lunch a diversion well south found good walking 
through open scrub to the west and closer towards 
Mt Giles. There has been better that average rain 
and yet another unexpected water hole was found 
in a creek bed. A camp site selected three hundred 
meters away proved very comfortable.

12th June. The party moved off smartly to arrive at 
the camp site below Mt Giles before lunch. With the 
camp set up Rick and Rob climbed Mt Giles while the 
rest fossicked around the lower slopes.

13th June. The party went west into Ormiston Pound 
arriving for a late lunch at the intended evening 
camp site. After lunch Rick and Rob went over to 
Bowmans Gap.

14th June. The party arrived in good order at 
Ormiston Gorge to meet the bus into Alice at 11am. 
Accommodation in Alice was at the Desert Rose Inn. 
Another wonderful walk in the Western Macdonnell 
Ranges.

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1,000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical 

Walks Database, found by logging in to the Members Area on our website and 
following the link to Historical Walks Record

www.sbw.org.au

Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from 
its inception to the present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see 

what walks have been done there in the past! 
Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!



SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy 
Pallin Club membership.

Take along the Paddy Pallin ad in this 
newsletter and they will honor this offer!

Have you seen the latest Colong 
Foundation Bulletin?

If not, you can download it from the  
Colong Foundation website at:
www.colongwilderness.org.au

Emmanuelle Convert

Leaders: After the activity, reports can be submitted via the online form (preferred), or to walksreporting@
sbw.org.au. Even if your walk is cancelled, please just send a brief email advising the same. Please keep 
the signature sheet as this is a legal document. If you want your report to be published as an article email 
the report and any photos (jpeg or tiff format) to editor@sbw. org.au. 

It would be nice to have photos in this section: send one or two photos to the editor for inclusion.

Walks and Activities Report

2 Jun 2014 Ravines North of Carne Creek Newnes SF

Park the cars on Fire Trail No.4 off Sunnyside Ridge Road, at GR 402 078. Head 
SE into a gorge and down to the junction with Carne Creek. Continue downstream 
and explore 2-3 other ravines running N, before reconnecting with the cars. This 
is the last unexplored portion of Carne Creek ravines, next to the recently visited 
Silkpod Gorge. This wild and beautiful country is subject to a coal exploration 
licence application.

Yuri Bolotin

Daryl Watson
Michael Keats
Ian Starkey
Linda Starkey

14 Jun 2014 Wild Dogs Blue Mountains NP

When I set out on this walk, I was expecting to finish by 6:00PM but things don't 
always go to plan. When we arrived at the Coxs River at dusk and still had to walk 
our way, via the Yellow Pup Track my timings were looking on the optimistic side! 
After some pleasant hours of night walking we finally arrived at the cars at almost 
11:00PM completing a walk we will always remember.

Simon Hager

Alan Osland
Alan Carpenter
Bruno De Villenoisy
John Flint

15 Jun 2014 Govetts Creek Blue Mountains NP

We set off from Evans Lookout down on a beautiful day. But quickly it became 
clear that after an epic walk in the Wild Dogs the day before the Leader was too 
tired to complete the walk. He rested at Blackwall Glen whilst the rest of the party 
continued further up Govetts Creek to Arethusa Falls. They reported that it is a 
stunning place and well worth exploring again and that maybe a better option 
would to camp overnight near Edenderry Falls and spend a whole day in exploring 
Govetts Creek past Arerthusa Falls. The leader perked up in the afternoon and we 
made our way back to Evans Lookout through the Horse Track.

Bruno De Villenoisy

Pamela Campbell
Alan Osland
Glen Draper

15 Jun 2014 Whale Watching Walk Botany Bay

Seventeen SBW and NPA members attended this walk. The weather was mainly 
fine but with a cold southerly wind. Conditions underfoot were wet. We were 
fortunate to see a whale very close to the cliffs near us rolling and leaping in the 
water.

Bill Holland

http://www.paddypallin.com.au/
http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/
http://sbw.org.au/walk-reporting
mailto:walksreporting%40sbw.org.au?subject=
mailto:walksreporting%40sbw.org.au?subject=
mailto:editor%40sbw.org.au?subject=
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21 Jun 2014 Ahearns Circit Nattai NP

We could not ask for more perfect weather for this walk. The track down the Slot 
Way/Mel Lee pass has recently been cleared and marked. This Track has now 
become the favoured route to Russell’s Needle. The track along the river itself is 
a bit vague with many of the track markers missing or burnt.

The Nattai looks clean and fresh but I still would not drink it as I know what’s 
upstream.

Emmett’s Flat has a look of the Blue Gum forest about it and it is a popular 
overnight camp.

Starlight’s is increasingly becoming closed in by the amount of regrowth along the 
track. The first time I went down Starlight’s the view was open all the way. Not 
so these days.

Thanks to David Trinder, Rob Schroettner and Julio Rodrigues for coming.

Glenn Draper

David Trinder
Rob Schroettner
Julio Rodrigues

28-29 Jun 2014 SBW Frisbee Championship Kanangra-Boyd NP

Unfortunately 7 of the 12 members booked-in cancelled due to various reasons, 
therefore, I was forced to cancel the 2014 frisbee championship. Instead, three of 
us went rock climbing on the lower cliffs at Point Perpendicular.

Richard Pattison

Melissa Thomas 
Simon Hager 

1 Jul 2014 Whale Watching Walk Botany Bay

Eleven SBW and NPA members were on this Tuesday Walk. The weather was 
mainly fine with excellent walking and viewing conditions. Whales were sighted 
quite close to us around lunchtime.

Bill Holland

Fran Holland 
Bruno De Villenoisy
Mellissa Suen
Ann Parbury
Brian Ogilwy
Jan Roberts
Belinda McKenzie

4 Jul 2014 Poised Rocks, Axehead Cave… Newnes NP Yuri Bolotin

Mark Dabbs
Lisa McCarthy
Graham Conden

Visitors
Paul Williams
Chris Dolman
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5 Jul 2014 Edenderry Falls Blue Mountains NP

Beautiful warm winter's day, even the cool showers below Govett's Leap didn't 
worry anyone. Morning tea at Junction Rock, wandered up the track and then 
easily off track to Edenderry and Hilary Falls, lunch at the latter. Returned halfway 
to Junction Rock and had a leisurely climb up the Horse Track before returning 
along the cliff top to Govett's.

David Angell

P Members
Prashant Duble
Jae Song
Marlon Wambeek

6 Jul 2014   Illawarra Coastline

We had a fine and sunny day for this spectacular coastal walk, although there was 
a cold wind for much of the way. We went southwards down the coast, crossed 
over many headlands, and traversed a mix of parklands, coastal bushland, and a 
lengthy beach at one point. A very scenic and pleasant day out.

Nigel Weaver

Philippa Smith
Petros Nikoloudis
Graham Byrne
Misako Sugiyama
Catherina Muller
Nigel Weaver

P Members
Neil Gillett
Michelle Rose
Jacqui Martin
Janina Szyndler
Martyne Preston

6 Jul 2014 Grose Valley Circuit Blue Mountains NP

A terrific day in the Grose Valley. Cool and windy weather, a fit and motivated 
group and wonderful sights. A few people broke their personal records going up 
Perry’s Lookdown. The walk was completed in just under 7 hours.

Bruno de Villenoisy

Neil Cartwright
Barbara Laborczfalvi
Joe Laborczfalvi
Bill Raffle
Aman Singh
Jo
Genevieve Savill
Stuart Corner

P Members
Ryan O'Connor
Jay Abeysinghe
Visitor
Zoe Thayer

http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-sbw-first-aid.seo
http://www.bushwalk.com
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1-8 Jul 2014 Twin Falls to Maguk Kakadu NP

The hired coach dropped the party at the Gurnamarr campground on the Jim Jim 
Road about 3pm on Monday 30th June. Sleeping sites on the watered grass were 
selected and we settled in to enjoy the ambience. In the middle of the night Sheila 
was the first person to be flooded out of a camp in the middle of the dry season. 
The ranger had over filled the overhead water tank and the overflow came into 
Sheila's camp spot. At 8 am sharp our 4x4 transport arrived to take us to Twin 
Falls and the start of the eight day walk. The first night camp was made beside 
a muddy water hole, out in the middle of the flat country. Thereafter, all camps 
were beside beautiful pools in stunning creeks. The mornings were generally cool 
but some afternoons were very hot and early camps were in order. Kakadu is 
a beautiful piece of country and we had it to ourselves until the fifth day when 
another party passed in a creek. The party was up early on the last day and 
arrived at Maguk to meet the 4x4 transport at 9 am for transfer to Cooinda for a 
beer and lunch and to meet the bus to Darwin.

Don Finch

Ros Kerrigan
Phil Butt
Barry Wheeler
Sheila Mcdowall
James Cryer

11 Jul 2014 The Barnacles Blue Mountains NP Yuri Bolotin

Mark Dabbs
Lisa McCarthy

Visitors
Andre Vischer

www.australianclimbingfestival.com.au
www.facebook.com/AustralianClimbingFestival

acf@australianclimbingfestival.com.au

 

 

• Caminos de Santiago
• Picos De Europa
• Galicia
• Basque Country 
• Analucia 

www.spanishadventures.com

Email: Aussie Garry in Santiago: 
garry@spanishadventures.com 

~ Spain ~ 
Customised Self Guided 
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12 Jul 2014 Wild Dogs Blue Mountains NP

An interesting walk in a part of the Wild Dogs that is not often visited. A cool and 
windy day ensured that the walking was brisk and morning tea and lunch stops 
were not too long. An excellent walk enjoyed by all walkers.

Angela Barton

Paul Barton
Tim Sutherland
Tim Hager
Bill Raffle
Melanie Freer

P Members

Michael Barton
Garry O’Toole
Michelle Rose
Janina Szyndler
David Hou

12 Jul 2014 Taffys Rock - The Hard Way Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

A classic Kuring-gai Chase walk with an off-track section across Taffys Gully from 
Mackeral Rock to a rock outcrop that is potentially Taffys Lookout then along the 
ridge line to Taffys Rock before heading back to Cowan Station visiting aboriginal 
engraving sites on the way. See article above.

Robert Carter

John Kennett
Jim Close
Peter Cai

P Members
Joanne Armstrong
Tony Velasco
Pablo Scodellaro

12 Jul 2014 Pagoda Road and Wolgan Cliff Line Ben Bullen SF Yuri Bolotin

Christine Austin
Ian Thorpe
Craig Austin
Roslyn Thorpe

P Members
Melissa Suen
Visitors
Peter Yang

12 Jul 2014 Wild Dogs Blue Mountains NP

After my previous Wild Dogs walk turned into a 15 hour epic I wasn't expecting 
anyone for my next walk which was longer with more climbing. However, I ended 
up with a group of four including two from the previous trip! Even though we 
maintained a fast pace all day we still ended up behind schedule and at 4:30PM 
with two climbs and about 20km remaining on the programmed walk. Sanity 
prevailed and we decided to head straight back to the cars. However, we still had 
several hours of walking ahead of us and returned to the cars at 8:00PM. A much 
nicer time to finish than my previous walk!

Simon Hager

Alan Carpenter
Alan Osland
Alex Allchin

13 Jul 2014 Moss Pit, Skinny Abseil… Blue Mountains NP

We completed three abseil descents of the cliff to the west of Devils Hole and one 
abseil off the chockstone in Devils Hole. All up, we did seven abseils with a total 
descent of 270 metres!

Simon Hager

Alan Osland
Neil Soutar
Alan Silva
Rod Wales
Lucy Keatinge

12-13 Jul 2014  Kanangra – Boyd NP

See article above.

Mark Dabbs

Lisa McCarthy
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13 Jul 2014 Brooklyn Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

See article above.

Nigel Weaver

Margaret Weaver
Misako Sugiyama
Petros Nikoloudis

P Members
Lucy Tian
Neil Gillett
Alan Rorison
Rachel Clarkson
Nicola Fountain
Joy Gamutan
Jacqui Martin
Sanchia Scott

19 Jul 2014 Splendour Rocks Blue Mountains NP

An enjoyable day with no dramas. Good fit group. Morning tea was on Blackhorse 
Ridge. It was cold and breezy at Splendour Rock so we had lunch at a sheltered 
place nearby. Afternoon tea stop was at the campsite beside the fire trail near 
Breakfast Creek. Walk finished before 5pm.

Demand for this walk exceeded places available. Huw ap Rees who was on the 
wait list kindly offered to lead a different walk in the same area for those on the 
wait list.

Chris Dowling

Tim Sutherland
Karen Kool
Angela Beveridge
Angela Barton
Owen Kimberley
Margaret Rozea
Paul Barton

P Members
Michael Barton

19 Jul 2014 Grose Mountain Look Out Blue Mountains NP

An enjoyable introductory walk with some promising new prospectives, some full 
members also came along for the relaxing stroll.

Brendon Anderson

Daniel Eckermann
Steve Willems
Melinda Long
Lisa Ochs

P Members
Kate Griffiths
Kate Salmon
Rebecca Ridani 
Amanda Mallon
Nicola Fountain
Joy Gamutan
Ciska Girault
Jacinta Morson

19-20 Jul 2014 South Wolgan Canyoning Wollemi NP

It always seems a bit odd to be completely rugged up when heading off canyoning, 
but there are some advantages. Like being able to charge off through scrub 
with impunity given you have long pants and jumpers on! The plan was to do 
a bit of canyon-ticking, and we had 5 canyons on the list - 7 if you count exit 
canyons. I thought it might be a bit ambitious, but we were through the pleasant 
Spiral Canyon and back at the cars before 2pm, giving us plenty of time to check 
out a pair of pretty slots, which some of the party enjoyed more than Spiral. 
Business back in Sydney just left me, Alan, Rod and Meredith for the Sunday. A 
walk through the magnificent cathedral-esque Dry Canyon was appropriate on a 
Sunday morning, before heading to an interesting little canyon on top of a nearby 
mountain. This had a chilly thigh-deep pool, though we could have entered via a 
different branch for dry feet. Finally, Rod, Alan and I checked out a pair of slots, 
though we missed the well-hidden exit crack the first time, which had us doing 
some dodgy moves to try and force a way through the 100m high cliffs! Almost as 
much driving as walking, but a great weekend of winter canyoning, just to show 
that you can canyon all year round if you want.

Tom Brennan

Rod Wales
Neil Soutar
Alan Osland
Meredith Junor
Marcia Kaye
Catherine Omal

P Members
Richard Lee
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20 Jul 2014 Stanwell Park to Otford Royal NP

We met at Stanwell Park station and made our way down to the seafront under 
cloudy skies which threatened rain. However, it quickly became sunny, and 
fortunately remained so all day, contributing to a great walk.

From Stanwell Park beach we steeply climbed a rough and bushy track up to Bald 
Hill from where we saw hang gliders taking off into the strong southerly winds and 
enjoyed a panoramic view all the way down the Illawarra coast. We then headed 
northwards to the lower slopes of Stony Batter Hill, where we followed a faint 
foot-pad around the scrubby base of the hill’s eastern cliffs, eventually getting out 
onto the main north-south road just south of Otford Gap from where we enjoyed 
further spectacular coastal views. We then took the steep foot track down to Bulgo 
Beach where we had a pleasant spot for lunch on the lawn-like slopes just up 
from the seaside cliffs. From there we did more than a kilometre of rock hopping 
northwards along the seaside to isolated Werrong Beach where we had a pleasant 
rest break. We then followed the foot-track steeply uphill to Otford Gap where 
we rounded off this adventurous walk with a welcome visit to the iconic Apple Pie 
Shop.

Nigel Weaver

Susan Healey
Jacqueline Pearse
Jacqueline Pearse
Bob Eggelton
Misako Sugiyama
Petros Nikoloudis
Jim Close
Nigel Wingate

P Members
Jenny Stephens
Neil Gillett
Michelle Rose
Patricia Huang

20 Jul 2014 Mt Alexandra Nattai NP

It was a very easy walk. None of the members included Glenn Draper had been 
to the unknown hill, except me. Although it is Glenn Draper's territory. I was 
supposed to walk at the front but I was the last one to reach the Katoomba lookout 
because it is over 200m uphill. We finished before 3 o'clock. So we enjoyed the 
coffee at Mittagong.

Rosetta Lee

Tim Yewdall
Peter Cunningham
Glenn Draper
David Trinder

P Members
Jenny Stephens
Neil Gillett
Michelle Rose
Patricia Huang

21-25 Jul 2014 Cabins at Newnes Wollemi NP

We occupied three very comfortable cabins including the recently completed 
“Wolgan”. The weather was fine on all days and added to the pleasure of walking 
in the spectacular valley. Our walks included a lengthy stroll through the ruins 
of the old industrial area and the town that boomed 100 years ago; a day long 
excursion up to the steep escarpment and along the old railway track around to 
the Glowworm Tunnel and back down the Old Coach Road, a few climbed the 
Donkey Mountain led by our host Thomas the proprietor of Newnes Hotel and 
Cabins while the rest explored the Philosopher’s Track and areas around the old 
town.

Bill Holland

Fran Holland
Lyn Dabbs 
Kevin Williams
Patrick James
Rick Angel
Maurie Bloom
Phil Hayes
Gerry Leitner
Jo van Sommers
Jim Percy
Robyn O'Bryan
Carol Lubbers

26 Jul 2014 Malaita Point Abseil Blue Mountains NP

Despite raining on the drive all the way up the 
mountains, the weather started to clear just as we 
arrived, and we had a good trip down Malaita Point. 
Ro led off most of the abseils and had to do a bit 
of sorting out of ropes as even the moderate breeze 
made a mess of things in a couple of places. I was 
glad I’d cancelled it a few weeks previous when the 
forecast was for 50km/h+ winds! We walked back up 
the Furber Steps, but decided there wasn’t quite time 
for a second abseil. Instead, Elizabeth and I drove 
to Hazelbrook for a short walk on the Burgess Falls 
track.

Tom Brennan

Rosemary McDonald
Mike Arnott
Yvonne Brading
Stephen Brading

P Members
Elizabeth Sharaq
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26 Jul 2014 Bundeena to Otford Royal NP

Train from Central to Cronulla: $5.20... ferry to Bundeena: $6.40... getting to 
Otford in time for a milkshake at the Pie Shop: PRICELESS...

Seven met at Cronulla wharf for a day's walk down the coast. Showers and a 
possible thunderstorm were forecast, but in the event it only rained twice: once 
while we were on the ferry and once while eating lunch under shelter at Garie 
Beach Surf Club. We took the usual route down to Marley Beach amid huge 
amounts of bird life, more than I have ever seen there before. Many wildflowers 
out too, the occasional spray of whales offshore and a wallaby on the cliffs above 
Marley. Had a brief bite to eat at Little Marley before proceeding to Wattamolla for 
proper morning tea and Garie for a slightly late lunch. Pleasant walk up the Burgh 
Ridge to Garrawarra Farm before upping the pace (unnecessarily as it turned out) 
in order to catch the 5:15 at Otford. Those who wished even managed to get into 
the Pie Shop at Otford just as it was closing for the day! An enjoyable trip in great 
company.

David Angell

Robert Carter
Susan Healey
Damon de Costa
David Trinder

P Members
Zoe Thayer
Ciska Girault

26-27 Jul 2014 1000 Man Cave Weekend Kanangra-Boyd NP

Another grand trip thru the Gangerangs. Blue bird day on the Sunday. Big thankyou 
to all of my wonderful friends who helped me celebrate my birthday in fine SBW 
style. (ie Too much happy hour!)

Melinda Turner

Steve Dolphin
Ian Thorpe
Glen Draper
Isabelle Moss
Terry Moss
Tim Sutherland
Skye O’Donnell

P Members
Ros Thorpe

27 Jul 2014  Northern Beaches

This walk had fabulous coastal views almost all the way on this fine and sunny day! 
We set off from Manly Wharf and walked north to the Queenscliff headland. Our 
objective there was to find the so-called Worm Hole, a roughly-hewn tunnel about 
20 metres long and 2 metres high which is cut underneath the headland out near 
the point, running under houses up on top. Our way to the Worm Hole was initially 
blocked by the Queenscliff baths which were under repair, so we had to do a bit 
of tricky navigation to get to it, and we did so partly by sneaking through private 
property and then going around the seaside rocks. It was good fun to go through 
the tunnel, and then to do some rock hopping/scrambling as we manoeuvred our 
way around to Freshwater Beach. From there we continued northwards along a 
boardwalk to Curl Curl Beach, and then followed a long foot track through coastal 
bushland to Dee Why. We then went along the foot track beside Dee Why lagoon 
before making our way up to the top of Long Reef Headland where we enjoyed 
great views up and down the coast. Finally, it was a short walk down to Collaroy 
to round off this very scenic coastal walk.

Nigel Weaver

Margaret Weaver
Lyn Terrey
Jim Vaughan
Chris Miller
Karen Carkner
Vicky Zhang
Ken Sung
Ted Nixon

P Members
Ellen Chen
Joy Wong
Jenny Stephens
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27 Jul 2014 Rolling Stones Pass Blue Mountains NP

The weather was extremely kind to us. What a beautiful day. All party members 
walked well and completed the steep climb up Rolling Stones pass with ease. The 
fantastic view from Lion Head being their reward. Thanks to all participants for a 
great day out.

Paul Barton

Angela Barton
Chris Dowling
Petros Nikoloudis
Dirk Goes
Michele Powell
Owen Kimberley
Tim Yewdell
John Flint
Vivien de Rémy de 
Courcelles
Cathy Hui
Julio Rodrigues
Karen Kool

P Members
Michelle Rose
Janina Szyndler
Braith Boyton
Melissa Suen
Joanne Armstrong

29-31 Jul 2014 Mt Royal area Barrington Tops NP

We were treated to great weather for this very enjoyable walk. The two prospectives 
handled this almost all off-track walk very well and kept their pack weights down 
too! (See article in the next newsletter)

Lisa McCarthy

Mark Dabbs

P Members
Lynn Dabbs
Kevin Williams

http://www.vivaexpeditions.com
http://www.vivaexpeditions.com
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EXPERIENCE
IS EVERYTHING

SYDNEY  507 Kent Street. Ph 9264 2685
MIRANDA 581-587 Kingsway. Ph 9525 6829
KATOOMBA 166 Katoomba Street. Ph 4782 4466

MAILORDER Customer Service & Information 1300 654 259
ONLINE SHOPPING www.paddypallin.com.au

Air Strip 
Mens long 
sleeve shirt 
$109.95

Dryfl ylite 
Womens 
check long 
sleeve shirt
$89.95
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